
 

Bio 
Chuck Close is a modern American artist who has 
achieved international recognition for his large-
scale portraits. Since he was a child in Monroe, 
Washington, Chuck Close had always developed 
creative strategies to accommodate his learning 
disabilities. At school he discovered that art was 
the one thing that gave him a sense of identity. It 
was what others responded to in him and it was 
what he felt he was born to do. He later studied 
for a BA at the University of Washington in Seattle 
and an MFA at Yale where he graduated in 1964. By 
the 1980's he had grown into an artist of national 
stature. Tragically, on December 7, 1988 he was 
struck by a devastating affliction that he now 
refers to as the 'Event' - he suffered a spinal stroke 
which left him paralyzed from the neck down and 
dependent on a wheelchair for mobility. 

The subjects of his portraits are drawn from 
himself, his family and friends (most of whom are 
fellow artists). He titles all his portraits with the 
subject's first name only and he also refused 
commissions. He uses a grid to break down every 
image that he paints into small incremental units 
so that he can comfortably focus on each part to 
avoid being overwhelmed by the whole. To see 
Chuck Close working on his HUGE paintings, click 
this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=milXH-433vs 
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The Grid 

Close experimented with the effect of the grid 
in his art, sometimes applying it horizontally, 
sometimes diagonally and sometimes rotating it 
around a point. He employs it as an important 
compositional device to structure his image 
and not merely as a method for scaling up his 
photographic source material. 

Painting Technique 
When he starts to paint a portrait, he applies a 
background color to each individual section of 

the grid. The colors that he chooses have a 
similar tonal value to their corresponding 

section on the grid. He then starts to fill each 
section with four or five freely painted outlines 

of different colored forms. He draws these 
from a vocabulary of simple shapes that 
include squares, triangles, right-angles, 

doughnuts, lozenges, and 'hotdogs'. Each small 
section becomes an abstract color study whose 

hues mix optically. 

  

  

Is he cheating? 

Some critics have attacked Chuck Close due to 
his use of photography and his grid-oriented 
approach as they feel his work is too 
prescriptive. Close's work is a contemporary 
development of tradition. He takes pains to 
stress that his art 'is found, it’s felt, it’s arrived 
at, and it’s not some mathematical overlay.' 
Even if this method is considered easier to 
some, Chuck Close was also a key artist in the 
art movement Photorealism. Which is a genre 
of art that encompasses painting, drawing and 
other graphic media, in which an artist studies 
a photograph and then attempts to reproduce 
the image as realistically as possible in another 
medium. The guy has talent!  

   

 


